Panaya Test Automation is designed specifically for ERP & Cloud Business Packaged Applications, empowering companies to accelerate testing processes, optimize resources and embrace cloud technologies with a user-friendly SaaS solution.
PANAYA TEST AUTOMATION
Designed for all your testing needs

CODELESS CONVENIENCE
Break down barriers, with 1 hour onboarding, enabling even non-coders, to create robust automated scripts effortlessly.

AI – CORE POWER
Know what to test and what to automate, via AI-powered change analysis, boosting your regression testing cycles and avoiding UAT bottlenecks.

APP – EXCELLENCE
Leverage Panaya’s deep domain expertise in ERP and business applications, with unrivaled self-healing algorithms that optimize testing maintenance and increase resiliency.

FAST LANE TO AUTOMATION
Expedite your journey from manual to automated testing, leveraging your existing manual test repository and boosting efficiency.

ALL-IN-ONE PLATFORM
Panaya is the only SaaS platform in the market that natively combines Test Management, Codeless Automation and Change Impact Analysis, to seamlessly streamline testing workflows, and secure your business landscape.
Scheduled Automation
- Create and manage your automation schedules easily within the same platform for maximum efficiency.
- Proactively detect quality issues and tackle cloud application updates with scheduled regression tests and real-time notifications.

Smart Test Script Builder
- Capture and automate your ERP & business applications processes effortlessly with real-time script editing capabilities.
- Seamlessly combine pre-recorded components for ultimate automation power.

Detailed Execution Reports
- Elevate automation analysis with intuitive side-by-side comparisons and smart visual analysis.
- Report test automation defects and foster tester-developer collaboration in one unified platform.

AI-Core Change Analysis
- Reduce regression testing time and effort and get automation readiness insights to enrich your test automation repository.
- Pinpoint the relevant automated tests to be run based on the changes you have made.

Component-Based Test Designer
- Build testing process across applications, to match your real business process structure and enterprise landscape.
- Drag & Drop script building using pre-recorded components.
1 NATIVE PLATFORM
for all your testing needs

ABOUT PANAYA

Panaya enables organizations to accelerate application change and continuously deliver innovation with its Change Intelligence Platform.

Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of the application lifecycle.

Since 2006, 3,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using Panaya to deliver quick quality change to enterprise ERP & CRM applications.